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Christian Ass'n Eagerly Awaited Soph
Discussions To Hop Arrives Saturday
Be Held Tonite

The Christian Association commission chairmen, in announcing the
fourth in the series of their monthly
Discussion Groups to be held this evening from 7-8 o'clock, offer as leaders
Dr- Lloyd Fisher, Professor Lena
Walmsley, Professor Robert Berkelman. William Sutherland '40, and
Rabbi Hershon of Lewiston. The
themes of interest include "Who Owns
the World?", ••Faculty-Student Relationships", "Art", "Lynching", and
"Religion", respectively.

Last Minute Applications For Reservations
Must Be Received Immediately By
Members of Committee

Dr- Fisher of the geology department promises an enlightening discussion on distribution of wealth in the
world, and the struggle for this
wealth by nations, leading to international friction. The Christian Outreach Commission is joining the international relations group for this
meeting.
THE FENTON BROTHERS ORCHESTRA

Reservations for the long awaited
Soph Hop are selling rapidly, as eds
and co-eds are realizing that their
favorite local band, the Fenton Brothers, are really going to have a number of novelty features plus their usually startling syncopation.
Berkelman to Talk on Art
The Soph Hop Committee, including
Professor Berkelman will continue Robert Kimnach. Roy Haberland. Fred
his series of discussions on art. which
he has been conducting in such a manner as to give those who have not had
the opportunity to take the art course
offered a chance to gain cultural
values in this field.
Tryouts for the Junior Prize SpeakA freshman, William Sutherland of
ing Contest will be held April 12, at
New Jersey, is to center a discussion
4.00 p. m , in the Little Theatre, the
on the vital problem of lynching with
the purpose of arousing some action day after we return from Easter vacation. The requirement for try-out
on the part of the campus for the
is that each applicant must write and
question.
read a ten minute speech- The
Rabbi Hershon. a forceful speaker speeches may be on any subject, but
recently heard in chapel, is to discuss those trying out are cautioned to
religion in specific relationship to th2 make them ot geneial interest. Afier
college student.
the try-outs those chosen for the finals
will memorize their speeches and give
Audience Will Take Part
them again. The winner of the first
The leaders of each group will have prize will receive twenty-five dollars
the opportunity to present the sub- and the second fifteen.
Professor Berkelman is in charge
ject after which a spontaneous discussion usually follows- The association, of the try-outs
in sponsoring these organized inter- Merrill '37, Robert York '37. and Valest groups, proposes to excite action entine Wilson '38.
and thought on the part of the stuMeeting places are as follows:
dents on questions vital to them as
Libbey 3—Dr. Fisher: "Who Owns
students both in regard to campus
relationships and to those of the the World?"
Libbey 6—Prof. Berkelman: "Art".
world.
Libbey 8—W Sutherland: "LynchThe commission chairmen of the ing".
Christian Association under whose
Hathorn 2—Rabbi Hershon: "Relidirection the groups are sponsored gion".
are Seranush Jaffarian '37, Marjorie
Hathorn 5—Prof. Walmsley: "Fac
Buck '37. Gordon Williams '38, Ruth ulty-Students"-

Junior Speaking
Trials Announced

Clough, Donald Bridges. Jane Martin. Esther Rowe. urge all slow movers to hasten their decision and make
reservations as early as possible since
they are going fast.
Wait no longer—there is much to
attend to—corsages, gowns, tuxes—
then the date. Saturday. Feb. 27—
the place: Chase Hall—the time: 8:00
p. m.—the reason: A Good Time.

Sophomore And
Freshman Debate
Dates Announced
Topics Are Of Wide Interest To
All Students; Debates Will Be
Held In Chase Hall

March 1 and 2 are the dates of the
Sophomore and Freshman prize debates. On Monday night, March 1, »t
7.30, Leighton Dingley, Ruth Stoehr
and Marion Dick will meet Henry Far
num. Milton Nixon and Fred Kelly on
the subject of compulsory chapel.
Bradley Lord is the manager of this
debate, while the president of the
Sophomore class, Fred Clough, will be
chairman
The place is the music
room at Chase Hall.
The Freshman debates—two of
them—will be held on the following
night at 7 o'clock in the music room
under the managership of Frank
Saunders with Class President Lynn
Bussey presiding over the first debate
and Vice President Carolyn Hayden
presiding over the second. One question concerns the exemption from midyears of all students having rank
above 85. The other, given in former
years but assuming new clothing this
year, is that of abolition of intercollegiate athletics at Bates —■ George
Rollins, Willis Gould and John Maney
opposing Donald Maggs. Frank Coffin
same time replacing it to the mal- and Wilfred How-land- All the topics
are of immediate interest to the stufaiteur.
Then, too, the waiter must be fast dent and give promise of being raised
to get the coffee. It is a slow process to not too high an intellectual level.
to have it poured and the waiter usually pours it himself If he is the
last waiter to get there, he must wait;
those at his table complain, and he is
left to the jibes of his diners. Furthermore, there is only one tea pitcher,
and tea according to reports, is more
popular this year than ever before.
The long week end brought
There are certain Commons rules
many of our old friends back to
which a waiter must observe. Each
Bates. The dance at Chase Hall
course must be removed before the
next can be brought on- All the dishes
Saturday night was a gala reun
must be off before desserts come on.
ion. Dick Tuttle. leader of the
There is an unwritten law that if one
Bobcats in T34. "Go and Sin-Nofellow finishes first, he will help set
More'' Ingersoll, banjo strummer.
up his neighbor but he always leaves
added greatly to the orchestra.
the last piece to be put on by the
waiter whose table is being set up.
Pete Valicenti, brother of Chick,
On the question of desserts. FirstPaul Morin. Herb Pickering were
mealers usually don't get seconds and
given a royal welcomethey blame the waiters who cant get
Marjorie Fairbanks, sophisticatthem- The waiters are agreed on one
point: that the fellows who. are
ed as ever, again danced with the
peeved at getting no seconds usualty
Master, tarry
Doyle. Happy
hold a grudge against the waiter.
Walker. Carnival Queen of last
Furthermore, a waiter never enjovs
year, flashed her sunny smile
his meal. Think of eating a piece of
meat, ice cream, and drinking a cup of
about campus for two days and
hot coffee, then carrying a heavy tray
tried to find someone to correct
immediately afterwards! A strain is
papers for her. Helen Everett
put on the stomach muscles. Too, a
called
Joe at 11:15 Saturday night
waiter may be called on to work two
to tell him she didn't have to be
meals and must eat in any way he
can.
in then so Joe gets dressed again!
"More potatoes, how about more
Our friend in the legislature. Joy
cow. what happened to my spoon?"—
Dow. has just introduced a bill
constantly leveled at a waiter.
to the effect that dogs should
"How many coffees? One, two,
three? Once again, this time everyhave birth certificates—why not
body. Three? Teas? One. two, how
have him make every Monday a
many teas?
One?
Sure? "Three
holiday so we may all enjoy
and one." No wonder their nerves
every week end as much as we
are strained Waiter's job a snap?
did
this one.
Phooey!

" Waiting On"No Snap
In College Commons
If you think it is a snap job to be
a waiter at the Commons, you ought
to try juggling a crammed tray; dodging those who, having finished, are
passing out; amid the demands of
those at your table; waiting in the
crowded pushing of the kitchen. That
is the consensus of opinion among the
waiters, and they further state that
the attitude of the diners adds to the
difficulty- These veterans have waited on tables for years, they have
learned the technique, and consequently, they don't like to be told what to
do. They plead for cooperation and
usually don't get it.
The waiters' job is interesting to
study, but hard to carry out. They
first find out that they must never
have an empty tray—it's an unwritten law- For instance, if the butter
plate is empty, and tfce water pitcher
a quarter full, butter plate and water
pitcher go out to be filled. Or two
or three empty plates if the water
pitcher is full. But the worst time
comes after the fellows have left.
Then the waiter must scrap the garbage, scrub the table, fold the napkins
and reset the table
And he has to
move fast during breakfast fo make
his 7:40. He must see that the sugar
bowl, the salt and pepper shakers,
and the vinegar bottle are full, and
that everything is set up for the next
meal. And what a job getting silverware for the set-up! The spoons and
knives and forks must be washed and
wiped as soon as they are brought in
so that they can be used for a quick
set-up. Although there are hired
wipers, the waiters must help wipe if
they expect to set their tables up in
good timeBut the dirty part of the job comes
when a soft squash or butterscotch
pie is dropped on the floor. The waiter must hasten to clean it up, at the

New Humor
Northeastern
Track
Team
Magazine Is
To Meet Garnet Tracksters
The "Buffoon"

Evening, February 27 Latest Publication Expected

Dr. Fisher to Speak

A discussion on faculty-student relationships, a subject which invariably
finds its position in informal "bull sessions", will be led by Professor Lena
Walmsley of the Women's Physical
Education Department. The Freshman
group is joining the Social Relations
Commission-

PRICE, 10 CENTS
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Five Different Topics To Be
Considered At Libbey
And Hathorn

"Man is weak and l<'"s judgment is at best fallible."
—Justice Brandeis.

Many Friends Return
F>r Holiday Weekend

To Present First Issue
Next Month
The "Buffoon", the new campus
magazine named by Patricia Hall '40
and Robert Elliott '39 in the recent
title contest, will be published and
placed in circulation by the early part
of March as the result of a meeting
of the magazine committee and the
Publishing Association.
The committee, composed of Barclay Dorman '38, Robert Crocker '38,
and Omar King '38. secured permis
sion for publication, but with the following restrictions:
1- That one issue could be published
on condition that a sinking fund of
$100 be deposited with the Bursar
before publication, this fund to be
withdrawn only by order of the Pub
lishing Association2. That only one issue can be published and any further step is to be
taken up with the Association.
3- That there is to be no local advertising and no national advertising except through their national associa
tions.
4. That it is to be left to the discretion of President Gray as to who
is to be responsible for censorship.
5 That the contracts are to be sub
mitted to the Association before publication.
The committee h.is sent for contracts from printing and advertising
agencies and has also set Saturday,
February 27, as the deadline for all
student contribution?.
The tentative stafl for the primaryissue will comprise of Omar King '38,
editor; Barclay Dorman '38, business
manager; Robert Crocker '38, managing editor; George Giovanazzi '38,
news editor; Fred Clough '39, advertising manager; Charles Alexander
'38. circulation manager; John Skeleton '38, publishing manager; Richard
Fullerton '38, art editor and staff
photographer; Donaid Partridge '38,
music editor; Burton Reed '38, sports
editor; and Benjamin Piper '38, assistant staff photographer.
Over 400 students have signed their
intentions to purchase the first issue-

Frosh Basketball
Squad Meet Maine
Friday In Gym
An injury riddled Freshman basket
ball squad will seek to make it two in
a row over Maine's Black Bear Cubs,
and eight in a row for the season.
when the two teams meet this rnday
night in Gray Gymnasium at 8:00.
To the already too large list of in
firm Bobkittens, Coach Spinks announced that Roger Whitmore, stellar
forward, is confined to the Central
Maine General Hospital with intestnal influenza. Just how long Whit
more will be a "shut-in" is not known,
but it is quite probable that he will
not be able to play any more this
season- It is doubtfuL whether Francis Stover will see action in this
Friday's game, also because of illness.
Still smarting from the"39-38 licking they received from the Bobkittens
in their last meeting, the Maine team
will be out for certain revenge and a
real scrap is promised.
The Frosh's enviable record of seven
straight wins make them look like the
best freshman team in Maine, and by
winning this Friday they can justly
claim the championship. Their starting line-up has not been officially announced, but the probable line-up will
be Captain Norm Tardift? and Howard
Kenney as guards, Ray Cool and Dick
Raymond, forwards, and Ed Bullock,
center-

Prof. Bertocci Speaks
At Vesper Services

Here Saturday Afternoon
In National AAV

College From BostonTo Bring
Two Good Distance Men
Johnson, Zamparelli
LYTHCOTT AND HOWARD OPPOSED BY
BIRCH ALL, GARLAND IN 600-YARD RUN
Keck Due To Take Dash And Kishon Weights; Bridges
Should Push In The Two Mile;, Wallace Is
Figured To Do Same In Mile Event
By Sam Leard
Heading for the second victory in two weeks, the Bates Varsity
track team will meet Northeastern University in the Bates cage
on Saturday afternoon beginning with the 35 pound weight and
high jump at 1:30 o'clock.
y-,

.

g-y

i

KrWin Lanham

TONY KISHOX "37
Who will compete in the National
AAl' Finals at New York. Feb. 27.

Bates Debaters
Meet Colgate
Thursday Night
Encounter Looms As One
Of Best Arguments
Of The Year
Tomorrow night, Thursday, February 26, the biggest home debate of
the year will be held with ColgateThe debate will begin at 7.30 o'clock,
imian iioui later as Is U-JU.I1. This is
due to the fact that movies are to be
shown in the latter part of the evening. Another unusual feature of this
debate of debates is the place — the
auditorium at Chase Hall (from dance
floor to speakers' platform).
Hoosag Kadjperooni '39 and Paul
Stewart '38. the same team that defeated Lafayette last week will again
speak together, with Kadjperooni
again the witness and Stewart the
lawyer. Even with their past success
- fi n {
M
same
^^n,
^^J, N. Y., recently
team
The question
defeated Bowdoin 3-0
is again electric utilities, with the
Bates men opposing government ownership.
The judges are Professor Runion
from the University of Maine, Fred C.
Scribner of Portland, and Principal E.
P. Smith of Leavitt Institute. Professor Paul Whitbeck is to be the
chairman. The manager of this debate is Everett Kennedy '37.
The debate promises to be one of the
best this year, due to the happy combination of a capable and experienced
Bates team and a worthy opponent.
The question itself is misleading, in
that "electric utilities" seems to be
"dry"- The audiences at former debates, however, realize the interest
that is brought out by Kadjperooni
with his aptitude for answering questions in a facetious manner, and by
Stewart with true lawyerlike aggressiveness.

Cheneyites Breakfast
At Downtown Diner
This morning at five forty-five
the fire alarm clanged through
the sleepy quietness of Cheney
House, and thirty nine girls tumbled out of bed. In fifteen minutes
all were dressed and on tkeir way
downtown for breakfast. All
thirty nine pushed their way past
the astonished Mr. Hayes- tfhe
man who eats in his own diner,
and seated themselves in the
booths- Amid much s nging and
laughter
Cheney
House
had
breakfast, and a wonderful breakfast it was! The residents of College street did! not need their
alarm clocks this morning—not
with thirty nine voices yodeling
for all they were worth!

Professor Angelo Bertocci, in Vesper service Sunday, stressed the importance of the significance of prayer
which he so aptly explained as being
an acceptance and an acquiesce, together with a submission having a
creative aid. As to why we pray, Professor Bertocci maintained that we
pray in order to establish definitely a
relationship with God. Through prayer we should come to a full realization of our significance—come to a
fuller consciousness of what we mean
in the intricately beautiful pattern of
life.
Mr- Bertocci contended that our attitude makes our religion. As a
Christian we should believe that "all
things work for good toward them BATES GIVEN ONLY TWO POINT
that love God". We should have be
LEAD IN SATURDAY'S MEET
lief in the creative power of evil, reReport
comes
from' Coach
solving evil to a higher harmony, and
Thompson,
who
has
tallied up all
seeing in it some tone rfj^eing and
the possibilities beforehand, that
of beauty.
The service was heM as part of the
even with all the breaks on Satprogram of the international day of
urday, all that Bates can lead
prayer
Similar services were held
Northeastern by is two pointsall over the country.

"
*• Northeastern brings two of the best
>OC ^'stance runners in New England with

Zt> them.

"Hawk" Zamparelli and Art

_ _,
_
ElOCfcCQ i O 1" 211TOOUS

Johnson should give the Boston school
tne
majority °f points in the mile and
two miles. The former, a sophomore.
NowcnanPI" C'lllh ran m tne Lapham 1000 yard run at
ncwapap:i
v^iuw [he BA_A games and showed a terrific drive on the home stretch which
brought him from seventh into fifth
Erwin D Canham '25 was recently place in a star studded field. Should
elected to the Gridiron Club of Wash- he choose to run this event he will
ington, D. C. At present he is chief give Bates* Danielson a good race.
of the Washington Bureau of the Danielson should be close to 2:23 if
Coach Thompson decides to have him
"Christian Science Monitor".
run only this event as he did in the
When he was at Bates, Mr Canham
Colby meetwas an honor student as well as a deHenderson to Compete
bater. Upon graduation he obtained
a Rhodes Scholarship and spent from
Ray Henderson, former teammate
1926 to 1929 at Oriel College. Oxford. of Eddie Howard at Medford High, is
In 1930 he was appointed by the an almost certain winner in the hur"Monitor" as a correspondent and was dles. Bill Luukko, Bates junior, howsent by them to the Naval Confer- ever may pull a surprise. The long
ence at Geneva- At the close of the lanky senior from the Boston school
conference, he served as secretary to will also high jump and run in the
the secretary of the Committee on 300 In the meet a year ago he was
Agriculture of the League of Nations. th« second place winner in the jump
;6ob Birchall and Cheslfy Oarlsnn
The Gridiron Club to which Mr.
Canham has just been elected is com will run the 600 for the Northeastern
posed of forty newspapermen who team. The latter was second behind
meet semi-annually. At these meet- Eddie Howard a year ago- George
ings they entertain the President by Lythcott, Bates sophomore and equalpoking fun at the great and near- er of the Colby-Bates meet record last
week in the 300. should run to a win
great of Washingtonwith Howard on his heels. From BirMr. Canham is also a prominent chall's relay showing at Boston he
member of the Bates Alumni Associa- may be a contender in both the 600
tion in Washington.
[Continued on Pnge Threel

Many Bovine Portraits
Adorn Halls Of Bates
E. R. Reiser '37
The Bowdoin boy in his more "spirited" moments may see Dink elephants
upon the wall, but should Bob Bates
indulge in a bit of carousing, he would
probably behold only cows scaling his
chamber. Bates has been called (by
indiscriminating individuals)
"The
Farmers' College", and many a stu
dent has taken offense at this uncomplimentary title, regarding it as a personal insult to his character—or "gray
matter"- Now after much research,
material has been "gleaned" (apologies to Dr. Wright) which may prove
that this degrading appellation arises
not out of scorn of the Bates student
as an individual, but rather out of
amusement at his surroundings.
Pastoral Scenes Galore
Habit makes us blind, but what
would you think if you, as a stranger,
entered Bates and saw there upon wall
after wall, cows, cows, and more
cows?—Cows in gilt frames, cows in
wood frames, cows coyly lapping one
another, cows getting their "tootsies"
wet in some limpid pasture stream,
cows eating grass, cows drinking water, or cows merely gazing pensively
into space. Evidently the interior dec
orators who have wreaked their vengeance upon our campus collaborated
in the idea that a pastoral element
would be conducive to the proper student attitude Otherwise, why would
they have hung pictures of cows (and
an occasional sheep or six) in the library, in the hall of Libbey Forum,
and in every girls' dormitory? The
Irish have been accused of keeping
the pigs in the parlor, but Bates keeps
its cows everywhere.
Cows vs. Colisseums
As a liberal arts college. Bates is
not only liberal in its distribution of
art creations depicting the gentle bovine, but also in its display of other
pictoral masterpieces. The Roman
Colisseum is giving the cows plenty
of competition, and of course, there is
a goodly number of imposing portraits to decorate our campus. While
on this matter of portraits, we mustn't
I forget those eloquent red and white

stickers (of the species used to label
medicine bottles and "lab" specimens)
which adorn many a portrait, telling
who the subject is and perhaps a few
facts of his or her life. (Good example of this scientific display: the blond
Adonis in the colossal gold frame outside of Room 6, Libbey Forum.)
Hathorn Fittingly Decorated
Hats off to Hathorn Hall for having
the most apuopos classroom pictures!
The ruins of Rome grace the Greek
room. Schiller, Goethe, and scenes
from the "Valkyrie" are on exhibit in
the German room- The French room
has peasant pastels, and the Math torture chamber quite appropriately has
no cows, but only some complicated
sketches of a "Cross-Section View of
Engineers Transit" and other like subjects fit to strike terror in any Math
student's soul.
At Chase Hall the pictures vary
from faces to facades, but most outstanding are the two on, either side of
the steps leading out to Campus Avenue. Here we have a corpulent gentleman (who is evidently suffering from
the after effects of green apples, or is
in the pleasing presence of an unpleasant effluvia) directly opposite
"Sea-hound Samuel", the faithful St.
Bernard, who is looking out towards
the ocean with an eye to doing his
Boy Scout duty should a hapless sailor fall overboard without his waterwings
Mirrors for the Fair
Whether it is the work of former
co-eds, or just some wise soul endowed
with a keen sense of beauty, we cannot
say. but at last someone had the excellent idea of hanging huge mirrors
about the girls' reception rooms so
that the fain forms of the co-eds
would be reflected where no painted
masterpiece could give that necessary
touch of beauty.
So far. sur-realism has not descended on our campus, but we cannot say
how long we will be free from its influence. In years to come, our passive
cows may be replaced by impressions
of "A Co-ed Descending Hathorn
Staircase", or "A Bates Ed The Morning After A Parker Hall Party".
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"Who Are We? ... . But-"

Notes\
By Lea Editors'
(Staff Contributions)

Campus Camera

Several months ago a bull session gave birth to the idea of another campus publication—something along the humor line. Recalling the one-time "Bates Bobcat", which succumbed to ridicule of the
local press and other forces after a short life (between three and
four years) ; bearing in mind the current "candid camera" craze;
feeling the presence of a gap in content between the STUDENT
and "Garnet"; and realizing the possibility of latent talents on a
light and popular level in music, photography, and satire, proponents of the publication, in subsequent meetings, formulated definite plans.

CALENDAR
Wednesday. Feb. 24—B. C. A. Discus
sion Groups. Libbey Forum. 7:00
P. M.
Thursday, Feb. 25—Baseball Film.
Little Theatre, 7:00 P- M.
Thursday, Feb. 25—Inlerclass Bas
ketball Juniors vs. .Sophomores.
Gymnasium, 7:00 P. MThursday, Feb. 25—Colgate Debate,
Chase Hall Auditorium, 7:30 P. M-

With the initiative entirely on their side, Lhey assumed
the responsibility for the venture. Three became leaders in the
movement and started to organize their campus representatives.
First to receive the "buck" from the group was President Gray.
On hearing the arguments of the "executive board" he stated
three sound conditions and key points for consideration: that facts
should be established to ascertain the desire on the part of
the students for such a publication; that costs be figured exactly
in advance; and that the approval of the Publishing Associationcontrollers of Bates campus publications—be obtained.
And the "buck"? Back to the campus magazine organizers. Next
steps resulted in a list of 411 students willing to subscribe to
the first issue at a charge not to exceed 25 cents; some 45 suggestions for a name for the publication; a budget, carefully figured
—"reasonable" on account of three contacts:, a cooperative
comic magazine society furnishing some "standard copy" and national advertising, a printer with estimates within their resources,
and a photo-engraver with similarly low costs.
Armed with these facts and figures, the "executive board" of
the new magazine, after deciding on the name "Buffoon", presented the "buck" to the Publishing Association. After hearing
the evidence and the viewpoint of the STUDENT—interested from
an advertising angle—the Publishing Association deliberated,
emerged just before supper time to pass the "buck" back to
the "executive board". The restricting conditions passed by the
Publishing Association were:
1. That one issue of a humor magazine be published on condition that a sinking fund of one hundred dollars be deposited with the Bursar before publication—this fund to be withdrawn only by order of
the Bates Publishing Association.

All-College Elections are scheduled for March 15. Campus
organizations are now selecting their nominees, and this afternoon
the Board of Directors of the Publishing Association meets
to choose its successors.

2. That only one issue can be published and any
further step is to be taken up with the Publishing
Association.

The Publishing Association is a strange organization. It is selfperpetuating, naming, as it does, its own members from the general school body. It mysteriously guides the destinies of the campus publications. It says little, but its decisions are often of
great import. Much of its work is of necessity behind-the-scenes
activity of a technical nature.

4. That it is to be left to. the disereti**; of Presi-.
dent Gray as to who is to be responsible for censorship; and

3. That there is to be no local advertising and no
national advertising except through their national
association.

5. That the contracts are to be submitted to the
Publishing Association before publication.

Despite this, several of the undergraduate members don't
Undaunted, the board carried the "buck" back to Prexy, who
know how or why they were chosen for the board, and admit little
apporved, thus returning the "buck" to the board, from whence
knowledge or interest in the executive end of campus publications.
it had originally come.
According to the Constitution of the Bates Publishing AssociaThis, for the benefit of those who have heard only rumors about
tion, the Board of Directors (the president, vice-president and secprocedure,
restrictions, interest, and responsibility—is the upretary—all seniors; the faculty treasurer; the two additional faculty members; and two juniors) "act as a nominating body to pre- to-date biography of Bates Buffoon—conceived in December, 1936;
sent to the Association (subscribers to the Bates STUDENT) a named, February 18, 1937; expected to arrive March 3, 1937.
list of candidates for the Board of Directors to be voted upon in
Obviously the restrictions of the P. A. command a successful
the general election in the spring". Undergraduate candi- first issue—from both content and financial standpoints. The sinkdates are to be named as follows: a president, vice-presi- ing fund idea was self-suggested by the Buffoon board and necesdent, and secretary who shall be elected from the Junior Class; sitated on the basis of financial responsibility. The one-issue plan
and two members elected from the Sophomore Class.
arose from the question as to campus-subscriber support after the

ihursday. Feb. 25—Girls' Basketball.
Garnet vs. Black. Band Gym, 4:30
P- If.
Friday. Feb- 2(i—Freshman Basket
ball. Maine vs. Bates. Gymnasium.
Saturday, leb- 27—Varsity Track.
Northeastern vs. Bates. Cage, 1:30

P. M.
Saturday. Feb. 27—SopK Hop. 8:00
P. M.. Chase Hall-

JEFF

KIRKPATR!CKN
UNIVERSITY Of KENTUCKY .STUDENT,
HITCH-HIKED 24.%OMILE/TOXND
FRPM StHQDL IN THE FAST 4YEAR<r

110,000,000
TATORJ- PAID
•30,000,000 TO SEE
700 COLLEGE TEAMS
"N ACTION /
G h Ajssasl CeOquit fill Mi*—. Wt

From The News
By Irene Lee
Spain
Alter almost eight months of bitter
lighting in Spain, twenty-six European
nations have nnally cooperated in isolating the civil war which threatened
to light a world wide conflagration.
These countries will stop the movement of volunteers from their borders; and after March 6, initiate an
arms blockade which will spread a
naval cordon about SpainHowever, one can be assured^ that
the great powers are not motivated
Dy altruism. Italy and Germany have
oy now supplied the insurgents witn
ail tne men they can spare and are
confident chat General Franco will
win. Russia, reobserving Stalin's policy of nationalism, has withdrawn her
opposition to the Fascist movements;
while England and France, assured of
the continued integrity of their interests in Spain, are in a most recep
tive mood.
An apprehensive world should be
cheered no little by the growing conviction that peace is almost in sightHow long that peace will remain in
violate is another question.
Britain's Rearmament Program
The House of Commons, despite the
objections of Laborites and Liberals,
voted a two billion dollar loan for
Great Britain's new giant rearmament
program. Prime Minister Baldwin,
while still entertaining thoughts of
peace, is of the opinion that collective security as set forth by the
League of Nations, can only be effected by a tremendous increase in armament to the tune of one million pounds
a week fo,- the next rive years. Europe is more and more resembling the
"armed camp" which her nations pre
sented to the world before the last
warCrop Insurance
President Roosevelt took time out
from his Supreme Court wrangle to
set forth his plan of crop insurance
and storage reservation of future
crop surpluses. The insurance program will cost about one hundred million dollars, it is estimated.
Since economic and social reforms
of this character are essentially national in scope, this program should
be endorsed as a means of forestalling crop disasters and hardships inci-

Monday, March 1—Sophomore Prize
Debates, Chase Hall Music Boom.
7:30 P- M.
Tuesday. March 2—Freshman Prize
Debates. Chase Hall Music Koom.
7:30 P. M.
Tuesday. March 2—Intertlass Basket
ball. Juniors vs. Seniors. Gymna
sium, 7:00 P. Mi'uesday. March 2—Girls BasKetba.l.
Garnet vs. Black, Band Gym. 4:30
P. M.

dental to food shortage in the future.
Child Labor Amendment
DOSIOII uas nau an interesting con
uoversy aoout tiie pioposeu itdera.
i nun i.iiDur Amendment- uniy n.n~
inoie receptive slate legislaluies aro
necessary to ratuy tins measure ana
matte it tne iweiuy-nrst Ainenununt.
L,niei ainong tne dissenters to tne ace
is Professor Lowell, president-emer.tus of Harvard, who opposes the bill
on the grounds that it is but an entering wedge for the federal government to interfere in local issues.
Picket lines, rallies and demonstrations supporting tne amendment offer
a diverting contrast to the mothball
conservatism of its opponents- It is
interesting to note that the C. 1. O.
and the A- F. of L., otherwise antag
onistic to each other, are united on
the Child Labor measure, as well as
in their endorsement of Roosevelt's
plan of "packing the Supreme Court".
Strikes
ihe General Motors strike and its
'■sit-down" aspect is having minor reverberations all over the country. In
its extreme form, we have the "liedown" strike in Beth Israel Hospital
in Brooklyn, New York. Apart from
ominous rumblings in the bituminous
coal industry, it seems that other employers are capitulating to the de
mands of their workers for higher
wages, more readily than ever before
The shoe factories of eastern Massachusetts offers a good example. It is
difficult to ascertain whether the
threat of sit-down strikes or the return of prosperity is most instrumen
tal in effecting such agreement.
Actors Exclusion Act
The Dickstein bill designed to "protect the artistic and earning opportunities" of American arists by excluding foreign actors is arousing a
storm of protest. Katherine Cornell,
Lawrence Tibbett. and Jean Hersholt,
are those in the vanguard of opposition to the measure. Miss Cornell
feels that art is international and as
such should not be subject to national restrictionIf passed, this bill will exclude
many of the world's finest artists of
the stage, opera, and screen from
America, to our great loss.

WEEK IN CHAPKL
.vlonday: "What is your religion? It
is a pious sort of thinking or a
courageous sort of action"—Dr.
Beaven.
Tuesday: "Age is not of a necessity a
guarantee of excellence—these anthems are splendid music, and the
one which I heard for tne first time
forty-one years ago is still popular
and is being sung by our own choir
today."—Dr. Leonard
Ihursday: "The movement of co-ojier
atives is one to avoid the necessity
of going into Fascism and even
Communism."—Prof. Seward.
Friday: "There are two radical things
that Christianity teaches today in
international relations: Christianity
takes the initiative, and it evokes a
response."—Dr. K- K. Turner.

CLUBS
tlactarlane Club

Mactarlane Club held "open house"
in T.ibhey Forum Monaay, Feb. 15, for
tne purpose of hearing one of L»rLeonards ever-popular lectures on
Wagnerian drama. At this meeting
Dr. .Leonard chose as his subject Richard Wagner s not so well-known opera,
"'ihe Flying Dutchman". Music fur
Dished by several victrola records and
Ldward Howard '38, president of the
club, illustrated the lecturePlans for the remainder of the year
have been drawn up by the Program
Committee and were announced at the
brief business meeting which preceded
Dr. Leonard's talk. The next meeting
will be held in conjunction with the
Philharmonic Club, a local musical organization. Two long awaited lectures
by Professor Crafts on "Modern
Music" and "American Music" in
which members of the club will perform will take place later in the
spring.

When this afternoon's session is finished, we hope that the Pub- first issue for which a demand has already been established. The
lishing Association will not have come to any decision on its can- no-local-advertising restriction is the result of the P. A.'s underPolitics Club
standing of a situation which involves all Bates publications sodidates for the election.
The regular meeting of the Bates
liciting advertising—the STUDENT, "Mirror", football programs,
Politics Club was held at 7 p. m. in
Libbey Forum, Tuesday evening, Feb.
If it has, it may have chosen with little consideration of all the varsity club blotter, and freshman handbook. The censoring clause
23- The subject for discussion was
mentalities
still
seem
to
be
in
the
"Books
and
Popguns"
possibilities—students who are qualified by some previous experi- came from consideration of future possibilities while remembering
the proposed Supreme Court reform
kiddie-car class.
which is the cause for much opposience in the managing and executive end of publications more than the fate of the "Bobcat". Why the contracts are to be submitted to To the Editor of the Student:
It might be a good idea if each one tion at the present time. Speakers
"—but when I became a man, I put of those students who knowingly in- were Grace Jack '38, Pauline Turner
by training in writing. We aren't so short-sighted as to mean the Publishing Association, we have been unable to learn.
sulted two of the professors, one priaway childish things."
vately, the other in public, would ask '38 and Carl Mazzarella '38. A nomithat knowing publications from a writing angle should exclude
nating committee for next year's ofThus, the restrictions are well founded, and most of them seem
One ordinarily supposes that the himself the following questions: "Am ficers was also appointed.
anyone from consideration. Nor do we mean that executives of
I
not
a
man?
Do
I
deserve
books
college student is well on his way tothe STUDENT, "Garnet", or "Mirror" should be on the Board. aimed toward security for the new enterprise. They are a polite ward maturity. However, two glar- or pop-guns?"
Heeler's and 4-A
Judging them by their actions the
The Constitution already provides for their non-voting attendance way of saying, "You asked for it; now you have it. See what ing unkindnesses during the past few answer would evidently be: "Pop-guns Last night a group from the
Heeler's Club presented a cut from a
weeks seem to indicate that there —or maybe rattles!"
at meetings which concern their publication and the present Board you can do".
play before the combined meeting of
E. R. E. '39are SOME students at Bates whose
the 4-A Players and Spofford Club in
realizes the majority of their interests, although it might solicit
But they don't pass the buck back to the executive board enthe Little Theatre.
their advice and attendance more frequently than it now does to tirely. If the board and staff are able to publish a presentable if
dom, is not prolific and may not be lasting. Many radio listene. s
good advantage. Rather we mean students who KNOW PUBLI- not a lively first issue—and it seems quite likely that they will— are tiring already of Jack Benny, Bums and Allen, and Fred Allen La Petite Academie
At the last meeting of the French
CATIONS from high school, extra-high school, or extra-college they will have a talking point for future sales. The sales, pre- —none of whom have outdone Boake Carter or Ix>well Thomas Club
Prof- Seward spoke on the poet
in radio hours. At the same time "colored comics"—many of them Emile Verhaeren and read some of
activity.
sumably
coming
from
the
students,
must
put
the
magazine
across.
o
—substitute illustrated biographies of plain people or detectives his works.
True, it might take someone a half hour or more to It might not be exaggerating to say that 60% of the students must and cartooned dogmatism for humor of which their ready
Deutscher Verein
look around on activity cards and to investigate otherwise to find become regular subscribers before the magazine can continue.
store dwindled.
At the Verein meeting Prof. Crafts
talked on German music and explained
out if three juniors and two sophomores possess the executiveThe board, however, has a harder job than it seems to figure on.
You can't depend on good humor. Thus the "buck" is passed on particularly Richard Strauss' "Til
experience prerequisites for Board membership.
The STUDENT and "Garnet" are now time-honored and substan- to the students. They (60% of them) must not only subscribe Eulenspiegel" and The Second movetially founded. There will always be news as long as Mrs. Smith to the new publication to make it break even financially, but they ment of Beethoven's Seventh Sym
Who are we to make suggestions to the Publishing Association?
phony.
and Mrs. Jones talk over back fences, as long as man acts. There must -if they want it to continue -contribute to it to put its qual- Three committees were appointed:
. . . But we think, nevertheless, that nominating-Directors of
will always, we hope, be literature and, as long as there are col- ity on a sufficiently high level to insure its sale and consequent one for club pins, one for new mem
the P. A. would, with definite points in mind, do well to examine
bers, and another for nomination of
leges, literary achievement among undergraduates. Yet good continuance.
club officersfour or five houses before deciding which one to buy.
humor| is harder to depend on than either news or presentThe "buck" then rests with the students — the executive board Phi Sigma Ma
able literary work. More people are needed for work on a humor merely act as referees. They started the game; now the stu- Lois Chamberlain '38 spoke on
The STUDENT extends deepest sympathy to Miss Metcalfe on magazine than on a newspaper or literary publication. Addison dents may play it. Only the students can decide the life-span of "The Jews in Prance", and Prof. Sewtalked briefly on the Cite Univerand Steele wrote volumes of lasting news-literature. On the oth- the "Bates Buffoon". May it enjoy a worthwhile and successful ard
her recent bereavement.
sitaire in Paris and the International
er hand the work of Irvin S. Cobb, to pick a humor-writer at ran- existence!
Houses.

Letter To The Editor
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Track Team Points For Second Victory In Two Weeks
Northeastern Team Lythcott Ties 300
To Meet Garnet Mark In Varsity
Trackmen Saturday Meet With Colby

Baseball Movies To Be Shown Here Thursday

SPORTS SHOTS

"Heads Up Baseball", the long-1 who is at present a coach of the Deawaited
American League baseball troit Tigers, under Manager Mickey
day
"
With
28
events
to
be
run
off
It is not our custom to hand out
film, will be shown on Thursday eve- Cochrane, former Athletics teammatethese two men kept things always on
boosts and knocks—usually we are as the go and the meet ended only 45
ning, February 25. at Little Theatre
mum as a bribed blackmailer on the minutes later than the average meet
immediately at the conclusion of the
Bates-Colgate debate. Coach Dave
subject—but this week we must con- with only half as many events. InciMorey has arranged for the presentagratulate Professor Brooks Quimby dentally Sam worked six successive
l Continued from P««e Onel
Bates' George Lythcott, running
tion of this motion picture, which was
By Eleanor Smart
and 300. Woodward of Bates should against time. Win Keck, and a Colby and Manager Sam Leard for putting hours the previous mght getting the
produced under the direction of Umtrack
lined
out.
figure in the longer race.
Volley Ball
man, tied the meet record of 33 4-5 over the track meet this past Saturpire George Moriarty.
For
Ceorge Leek, Northeastern senior. seconds in streaking to victory in the
The ancient and almost forgotten
Ralph "Cy" Perkins, former New
who was instrumental in the victory 300 yard run as Bates beat Colby
Garnet and Black spirit is up again! York Yankee and Philadelphia AthWe Have Reason To Be Proud
of the Boston school in cross-country 73 1-3 to 41 2-3- Eddie Howard, win
The Blacks trimmed their opponents letics catcher and coach,, one of sevrelay team. Our basketball team
will probably run the 10pu with ner of the second heat, and Turbyne
by a score of 59-29 in volley ball. This eral American League members tourNot so long ago a Mr. William
is undefeated in its last nine
Charles Grant- They will have to of Colby, winner of the third heat,
gives the Blacks a two point lead on ing with the film, will appear at
Saltzman, one of the honored
starts and numbers among its victhis year's total. But—there are two Bates. The picture, which is intend
'.tetter 2:24 to beat Danielson. Walker tied for second in this race against
brotherhood from the University
tims
the
freshmen
from
the
State
more games in volley ball not to men- ed to arouse interest among college
Brigga. Bates sophomore, is steadily time Lythcott and Howard crossed
of Maine, broke forth in the
University. Can any other schoo
tion the three in basketball that may ball players in the major leagues and
improving and may get a place posi- th4 finish of the 600 hand in hand
"Maine Campus" with the news
in the state boast of the record
shift the score one way"or another.
to show some of the technique of the
that scribes from other col
with Woodward, another Bates mantion.
made by the Bobkitten bas
game, will be explained by Perkins,
leges slightly exaggerated the
Basketball
Gregory Fawcett of Northeastern third. Howard also scored in the 40
keteers'
Our
relay
team
inciprowess of the teams from their
will probably run one of the middle yard dash in which he was second to
The preliminary basketball games Rowell '40, rg
dentally
shaded
the
time
made
in
rg. riaushill '38 "The Store of Individual Service"
own colleges Bates was accused
distances. He was the alternate on the speedy Win Keck.
ended in a distinctly Garnet tinge Smart '38, lg
the
mile
race
by
other
Maine
collg.
Walton'38
of saying big things about its reWith the downfall of the Blacks in
the mile relay team.
Tony Kishon garnered fifteen points
leges by seconds in some cases
Garnet Subs: Buker '39, Miller '38,
lay team and about its freshman
the
first
two
games,
the
final
was
beAlthough Tony Kishon will probably by winning the shot put. the weight
and definitely showed that they
'40, Wells *40.
Phone 827
basketball team. We have counttween the Garnet Juniors and Seniors McNally
lie in the National A- A. O. meet in throw, and the discus. Bill Hamilton
Black Subs: Reed '40, Martikainen
had a better relay team than did
ed
ten
more
than
once
since
the
and the Garnet Sophomores and
New York, Bates should get her" share took third in the weight throw
the boys from Orono. We wonarticle was read and now feel
Freshmen with the latter carrying off •39. May '40, Stoehr '39.
of points in the weights. Bill Hamilder
if
Mr.
Saltzman
still
believes
that your scribe has cooled off
Luukko Adds Points
the victory. "Bob" Rowell '40 in the Games Tournament
ton. Bob Harper, and possibly Charlie
sufficiently to answer Bill SaltzThe exhibition is coming just bethat we have exaggerated and
last few minutes of play crashed
('ooke should be counted on heavily.
Irving Friedman had to be content
man in a gentlemanly manner.
DROP INTO
through the upperclassmen's lead for fore vacation. The few days between
As Northeastern has no facilities for with third place in the pole vault as
over estimated the strength of
We have good reason to boast
a 20-16 win. It was a remarkably the end of the winter season and the
the discus this event will not be in- he was forced out at ten feet by an
our teams?
of our basketball team and our
even game with each team regularly beginning of the spring one will be
cluded. With this omission it is hoped injured ankle.
tallying the points to keep the few left open- Immediately after the
by the Bates track department to have
The versatile Bill Luukko won the
spectators questioning as to the final spring vacation the games tournathe meet finished by 4 p- m.
Featuring
high jump and was second' in the
ment will be held in badminton and
Jottings
outcome.
Bridges Should Cut Time
broad jump and high hurdles. "Gene"
Irving
Friedman,
the
only
varsity
ping-jx>ng.
A
new
type
of
tournaHamburg Sandwiches
The games have been cleaner and
Tis rumored the mile race against
Coach Thompson will count heavily Connell engaged in a triple tie in the Colby
vaulter in college, sprained his ankle have shown more team play than in ment will be used with a grand loser
was
to
be
fixed
and
one
of
our
Hot
Dogs and Toasted Sandwiches
high
jump
and
took
third
in
the
broad
on Bill Luukko who is fast becoming
studious fellows was to be hand- against Colby and may not compete the mid-year tournament- As the as well as a grand winner. The win- Have You Tried Our Silex Coffee?
the most all-round track man. He will jump. Dana Hull was third in the more
ners
will
add
a
point
to
the
final
Gar.We
are
told
that
a
week
ago
Monteams were made up of more experied his letter on a platter- We won_
be in the high jump, the dash, the high hurdles143 COLLEGE STREET
der if his morals and better sense of day night was the first time that some enced players this was natural. The net or Black score. The Women's
hurdles, and the 300. Against Colby
Courtney Burnap ran a smartly righteousness would have allowed him of the fairer sex ever heard the brassy last games should be really good. Union ping-pong table is open for
3 minutes from Campus
he was first in the high jump and sec- judged race and won the mile in 4:47.
bleat of the Bronx bugle...An inter- They will be played at 4:30 Thursday practice anytimeOpen 7 A. M. to 10.30 P. M.
to
take
the
letter
even
if
he
had
been
ond in the hurdles and broad jump. He led Wallace and DuWors to the declared the winner by virtue of ested spectator at the meet was Harry of this week and Tuesday and Thurs- Music
In the two mile Bates will be repre- cape in a close finish.
crossing the line first...Bates will Keller, captain of last year's team day of next in Rand gym. The balSoft strains of music now pervade
sented by Don Bridges and Dick Gould
The 1000 yard run was taken by likely have no pole vaulter to compete who did not see either of his two cony will be opened to spectatorsthe lower rooms of the Women's Unwho improved his best previous time Art Danielson in 2:25 15 He was against Northeastern next Saturday. records brokenion. The rasp'of the victrola was
The line-up:
by 30 seconds in last week's meet pushed by Stevens of Colby.
Garnet
Black
fixed by the mere tightening of a
Bridges should cut at least 10 seconds
Dick Gould ran his heart out in an
Thomas '37, rf
rf. Gould '40 screw. Now you may dance or drown
from his time and Downing is also attempt to win the two-mile run. He
North '37. If
If, Bray '38 out the tap of the ping-pong balls by
The College Jeweler
improving.
took third behind Don Bridges of
Hunt '37, c
c, Turner '40 merely placing a record upon the disk
The Northeastern runners in the Bates and Charboneau of Colby.
Wade '37 sc
sc. Butler '39 and setting the music off.
NOW LOCATED AT
mile will have their troubles from
The
summary:
113 MAIN ST.
Dana Wallace. Courtney Burnap and
40
yard
dash—Won
by
Keck,
B;
secDick DuWors. The last named like
Tony Kishon. star Bates weight him by three inches in the Maine AAU
"Hayes Eats In His Own Diner"
A FULL LINE OF JEWELRY
Gould is fast improving and may be ond. Howard. B; third, Kittredge, C- man. and Don Favor, former Maine U. competition. W- Tootell of Bowdoin,
1'ime: 4 4-5 sees.
Also Repairing of the
in the place position again.
and Olympic star, earned the right to
of the Rhode Island track
45 yard high hurdles—Won by compete in the National AAU finals brother
Best Kind
Win Keck should have the dash his
coach
and
hammer
throw
record
holdown way and will be in the 300. Al- Deane. C; second, Luukko, B; third, at New York, February 27. by their er, was third, and Connon, who won
Opp.
Sun-Journal
—
Tel.
1440
—
Lewiston,
Me.
Special
Discount
for Students
though Lythcott was the winner last Hull. B. Time: 61-5 sees.
victories in the 16 pound shot put and the frosh weight throw was fourth300 yard dash—Won by Lythcott. 35 pound weight throw, respectively.
week Keck and Howard should give
him a battle to lower figures. Bates' B; second, tie between Howard, B. and However there is some question about
Favor's amateur standing as he has
pole vault entry. Irving Friedman, will lurbyne, C Time: 33 4-5 sees.
600 yard dash—Won by Howard and been doing some teaching and coachcompete in Saturday's meet if his
ankle improves from the severe Lythcott. B. tied; third. Woodward. B. ing at Deering High in Portland. The •
question of his eligibility may come
wrenching it received in the meet last Time: 1 min. 20 1-5 sees.
1000 yard run—Won by Danielson, up before the National AAU this
week.
B; second, Stevens, C; third. Cole, C- week and Chairman Dan Ferris will
Time: 2 min.' 261-5 sees.
probably announce the answerMile run—Won by Burnap, B; .secThose engaged in the AAU events
ond, Wallace, B; third. DuWors, B. were, in addition to Kishon and
Time: 4 min- 47 sees.
Favor, several Bowdoin and Colby
Two mile run—Won,by Bridges, B; men, a Cony High School boy, and
second, Charboneau, C; third, Gould. two Bates freshmen competing unatB. Time: 10 min. 36 3 5 sees.
tached. The last named were George
Taking twelve out of thirteen posHigh jump--Won by Luukko, B;
sible first places, the Freshman Track second, tie between Thompson, Neu- Russell in the shot put and "Tate"
team won its third consecutive indoor mer, C, and Connell, B. Height: 5 ft-» Connon in the weight throw.
Putting the sixteen pound shot 43
track meet by defeating the Colby 81 inchesfeet. 7 3-4 inches. Kishon took first
Frosh 87-21. The meet took place
Broad jump—Won by Washuk, C;
Saturday afternoon in the Gray Gym- second, Luukko. B; third, Connell, B place by a margin of nearly three
feet over Paull of Bowdoin. Russell
nasium before a large crowd of spec- Distance: 21 feet. 5 inches.
*«'A little over a year ago I
trailed Paull by eleven inches with a
tators.
Discus—Won by Kishon, B; second. toss of 39 ft 9 1-2 in. After this
Lynn Bussey captured individual Tarbell, C; third, LaFleur, C. Dis- heave. George rushed to the other
changed to Luckies because I enscoring honors with two firsts and a tance: 144 feet, 4* inches.
corner of the field house to win the
tie for first in a third event.
35 pound weight—Won by Kishon. freshman 12 pound shot put.
joy the flavor of their tobacco.
The frosh proved themselves great B; second, LaFleur, C; third Hamilton,
Although Kishon had heaved the
possibilities as next year's varsity ma- B Distance: 53 feet. 7 inches.
35 pound weight 53 feet. 7 inches in
Ever since, my throat has been
terial by bettering corresponding
Pole vault—Tied by Oladell, C. and the dual meet with Colby, Favor's
marks set by the varsity squad in Neumer, C; third. Friedman. B. throw of 50 feet 101-2 inches beat
in fine shape. As my voice and
their meet with the Colby Varsity Height: 10 feet. 6 inches.
which was progressing simultaneouslyShot put—Won by Kishon. B; sec- Fred L. Tower Companies
throat mean so much to me in my
Charlie Crooker clipped one-fifth sec ond. Walker. C; third, Merrick, C. Dis... PRINTING ...
ond off the varsity mark in the 600. tance: 43 feet. 71 inchesbusiness, it's plain common sense
Quality - Better Than Good
lioyce Tabor was one inch better in
Service - Excellent
the high jump, and Mai Holmes was
for me to prefer this light smoke.
THE BLUE LINE
two inches better in the pole vault.
165
MIDDLE
ST. - PORTLAND. ME.
t.rvrUloB - It u in ford - Farmln«;t»o
So I'm strong for Luckies!"
Freshman Summary
I.v. IJSWISTON
7:-1.1 ii.in.. IOIUB a.m.. 1:30 p.m., 5 KM) p.m.
40 yard dash—Won by Bussey, B;
Lv. RCMKORD
second, Holmes, B; third, Zeigler, B.
7::!.'. ii.iii.. 8156 a.m., Ii20p-m., 4i80 P.m.
7 SABATTUS STREET
Time 5s.
L.V. FARMINGTON
Prime Taps and Heels
$1.25
7i33
a.m..
9i53
a.m.,
1:18
p.m..
4l4S
p.m.
45 yard high hurdles—Won by CherSuperior Work
nauskas, C; second, Dick, B; third.
AH Sewing Job* and Shoe Laces Free
JAMES P. MURPHY CO.
Maggs, B. Time 6 4-5sAll Students Entitled to Free Shines
300 yard dash—Tie for first, Bussey
During School Season
INC.
IN PARAMOUNT'S "THE PLAINSMAN"
and Dick, B; third, Pomeroy, B. Time
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
DIRECTED BY CECIL B. DE MILLS
36s.
The College Store
Lewiston Monumental Works
600 yard run—Won by Crooker, B;
second, Gardner, C; third, Wheeler. B.
6-10 Bates Street
Lewiston
is for
Time 1 minute, 20sTelephone 4634-R
1,000 yard run—Won by Shepard, B;
BATES STUDENTS
second, Gardner, C; third, Graichen.
B. Time 2 minutes, 36 4-5s.
Mile run—Won by Graichen, B; secx\n independent survey was made recently
ond, Clough, B; third, Fernald, O.
Time 4 minutes, 54 4-5s.
among professional men and women—lawyers,
COMPANY
High jump—Won by Tabor, B; secPRINTERS - BOOKBTNCERS
ond, Gardner, C; third. Maggs, B;
doctors, lecturers, scientists, etc Of those who said
95-99 Main St.
Auburn, Me.
Height, 5 feet, 9S inchesBroad jump—Won by Dick, B; sec- ^»^<U» «*—,-#*z-me** tm III
they smoke cigarettes, more than 87% stated they
ond, Morten. B; third, Gardner, C. Dispersonally prefer a light smoke,
tance, 19 feet, 10i inches.
Where The Bobcats Meet
We can show you a varied
Discus—Won by Andrews, B; sec*
TOASTED
selection of
ond. Connon, B; third, Hibbard, B;
Mr. Cooper verifies the wisdom of this preferDistance. 116 feet.
PRIZE CUPS. FOUNTAIN
HAMBURGS - HOT DOGS
35 pound weight—Won by Connon.
ence, and so do other leading artists of the radio,
PENS, LADIES' SILK
CHICKEN ROLL
B; second. Levin. C; third. Hall, CUMBRELLAS & LEATHER
Largest and Best
stage, screen and opera. Their voices are their
Distance, 39 feet, 9 inches45 yard low hurdles-Won by BusHAND BAGS
CHOCOLATE MILK
sey, B; second. Holmes. B; third, Cher
fortunes. That's why so many of them smoke
Leather Bill Folds
Once a Customer - Always a
nauskas. C. Time, 6 2-5s.
Book
Ends
Clocks
Customer
Pole vault—Won by Holmes, B, secLuckies. You, too, can have the throat protection
ond. Hinckley. C; third. Maggs, BBarnstone - Osgood
PRESCRIPTIONS COMPOUNDED
of Luckies—a light smoke, free of certain harsh
Height, 10 feet, 8 inchesTelephone 3694
JEWELERS
Shot put -Won by Russell. B; secLEWISTON - MAINE
College and Sabattus Streets
ond. Hibbard. B; third, Hall, C. Disirritants removed by the exclusive process "It's
THE FINEST TOBACCOS—
tance- 47 feet, 1 inch.

CORSAGES

SOPH HOP

Ann's Flower Shop

The Quality Shop

M. Mandelstam

Kishon, Bates Weight Man, And
Favor, Maine, Place In AAU Trials

HAYES' DINER

Gary Cooper says:

Frosh Trackmen
Win From Colby

"It's plain common sense for me to
prefer this light smoke"

Lewiston Shoe Hospital

* MERRILL & WEBBER

College
Pharmacy

Toasted". Luckies are gentle on the throat.

•THE CREAM OF THE CROP"

"Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust Co.
LEWISTON, MAINE
We Solicit the Business of Bates Students

The
Auburn
News

A Light Smoke
"It's ToastecT'-Your Throat Protection
AGAINST IRRITATION-AGAINST COUGH
Copyright 1931. Tbe Anrtlcin Tobicco Conpin,
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'Ma'And'Pa'Reign
Women Make Bids Freshman Track
Bates Debaters To German Singers
Over Dinner Party YES!
Hold Ski Heil fri. tor lea Dance Squad Will Meet
Meet Dartmouth On
MOST ATTRACTIVE
it
A very extra-special dinner
Reservations for
Student
Kumford Friday
Minimum Wages>» The German Singers, a group of Government
party was held in the Union
tea dance which will
students who meet three times weekly
CORSAGES
.Monday night! "Pa" Dunlevy and
be held on March 19 can be made
in Chase Hall's Music Room to give

IN THE THEATRES
EMPIRE
Thurs-, Fri.. Sat. - Feb. 25, 26. 27
"You Only Live Once" with Sylvia Sidney and Henry Fonda.
Mon., Tues.. Wed- - March 1. 2, 3
"Maid of Salem" with Claudette
Colbert and Fred MacMurray.
AUBURN
Thurs-. Fri.. Sat. - Feb. 25. 26, 27
"We Who Are About To Die"
with Preston Foster, John Beal and
Ann Dvorak
On the Stapre: Rajah Raboid in
Miracles of 1937.
MOIL, Tues.. WedMarch 1. 2, 3
"Stolen Holiday" with Kay
Francis.

the

Lawyer Ernest Robinson '37, and
witness Howard Becker '38, Bates debaters, are scheduled to meet Dartmouth representatives on March 1.
The debate - Oregon style - will be
held at Manchester, New Hampshire
before the Manchester City Club- This
club is a citizens' league, interested in
the problem of minimum wages - the
question to be debated by the Bates
Dartmouth speakers. The debate is one
of a series of forums sponsored by the
club.
The question - Resolved: That Congress should be empowered to pass
legislation regulating minimum wages and maximum nours of labor will be defended by Messrs. Robinson
and Becker- The debaters will leave
Lewiston on Monday morning, traveling by train, returning late Tuesday.
It is a non-decision debate but by the
very nature of the audience and the
interest which the question holds for
Manchesterites, the Bates men ought
to have an enjoyable trip, besides
iaving the chance to renew contact
with Dartmouth - which has debating
teams as well as winter carnivals.

Compliments of

TUFTS
BROTHERS
Printing Specialists
Telephone 1710
193 MIDDLE ST.

LEWISTON
See Our Fine .Selection Of
Men's Billfolds

A Bates Tradition
SAY IT WITH ICE CREAM

GEORGE A. ROSS
ELM STREET
Bates 1904

Ladies' Handbags
Overnight Cases - Zipper Bags
Gladstones Filled Cases
Leather Novelties
Air Weight Luggage

vent to lusty Deutsche Lieder, held a
with Grace Jack in the town
successful Ski Heil at Thorncrag
room, February 26, immed.ately
Cabin on the evening of February 19after the 7:40 period.
Under the direction of Professor J
A committee consisting of
and Mrs- Buschmann and Professor
Grace Jack '38, chairman, Milli
Sweet, the Heilers packed frankforters, buns, and sauerkraut up to Thorncent Thorp '37, Jeanette Walker
crag to be consumed after a few songs
'37, Dorothy Weeks "39 and Ma
had helped to sharpen the appetite.
rion Welsch '38 has been discuss
"Der Reifen Platzt," a favorite Gering plans for ihe dance which w
man game, was initiated by Prof.
Buschmann to open the festivities;
expected to he the most unusual
German songs followed, but were haltea dance ever held in Chase Hall.
ted by the appearance of pop-corn
balls, made only like Mrs. Buschmann
can make themDer Deutsche Verein
The group marched home after an
Admits Four New Members
"Hoch, Soil Er Lebe" to Professors
lluschmann and Sweet; and German
Der Deutsche Verein announces the
marching songs kept t.ie "Goose step"
admission of four new memDers to Us
from becoming to tiresome.
Miss Helen Carey, '39, was the group; namely, Miss Helen Carey '39,
Miss Virginia Harriman '38. Leonard
originator of the Heil.
Jobrack '39, and Benjamin Carlin '37
The committee on admission, comBates Alumni Of Eastern
posed of Verein-President Mitchell
Maine Hold Reunion Stashkow '37. Miss Geneva Kirk '37,
The Eastern Maine Bates Alumni Miss Ruth MacKenzie 37, Arthur
Association held a reunion party last Helsher '38, and Harold Roth '39.
week at the home of Mr. and Mrs. have not yet decided whether or not
Howard Houston, '13, "465 North Main these new members are to undergo an
Street, Brewerinitiation.
Miss Edith Knight, '06, reported on
the Alumni council meeting held here
More people should smoke pipes. It
on campus last June, and tentative
arrangments were made for tije an- stands to reason you can't keep a pipe
nual Bates banquet to be held next going and rant at the same time.
May.

All Kinds of Shoe Repairing

Fogg's Leather Store

COLLEGE STREET

123 MAIN STREET - LEWISTON
Carl Mazzarella, Rep.

SHOE HOSPITAL
Lewiston, Me.

67 College St.

R\TiT
•

Norris-Hayden
LAUNDRY
Auburn, Me.

" •

fT ARK

VUX-rf-TVAvrv

Registered Druggist
pure

rjrugg

and

Medicines

CORSAGES
For The
SOPH HOP

PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
Corner Bates and Main Streets
LEWISTON, MAINE

AUBURN

LEWISTON

■W

Lewistun. Me.

.. ./*w o/PRA GRANCE
... these are the spicy leaves that help make
Chesterfields an outstanding cigarette.

Copyright 1937.

LIGGETT

tc Mma TOBACCO CO.

FOR THE

SOPH HOP
can be ordered from
MAX EATON '38, Agent

ROAK, Florist
Auburn Theatre Building

Distinctive
DANCE RHYTHMS
For Your Next Prom
THE

Bates Bobcats
W. Keck

Manager

BILL
THE BARBER
FOR

EDS AND CO-EDS
CHASE HALL

Geo.V.Turgeon Co
Sign of Big Chime Clock

Some swing music: a cacaphony of
syncopated noise celebrating Saturnalia, causing Terpsichorean fidgets-

OUR AIM IS TO SATISFY
WITH OUR QUALITY FOOD

'

... sun-cured in the tobacco
fields of Turkey and Greece

Old Man Winter has certainly been
foolinjr us this year! The co eds of
Milliken House were optimistic when
they planned a sleigh ride, for, much
to their disappointment, spring has arrived insto td of their expected snow
storm. It is thought that the Milliken House party will take the form
either of a Vic party or a Cabin party
at Thorncrag, for plans are being rearranged by the committee of freshmen
headed by Jean Davis '40 and Bernice Lord -40. The affair will take
place next Tuesday, March 2.

The laugh provoking, nuttiest,
most enjoyable affair of the year
—the most colossal, stupendous,
amazing Varsity Follies has finally been assigned a date on the stu
dents' calendar of important
events of the year- March 24th
and 25th. two days before Easter
Recess.

Florist
578 Main St.

Baffled Millikenites
Abandon Sleigh Ride

Purity Restaurant

Compliments of

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

"Ma" Preble kept order at the
table around which were seated
Mary Dale. Bill Luukko, Connie
Goodwin, Nick I'ellicani, "Biz"'
Packard. Austie Briggs, Jane
Martin and "Doc" Healy. Everything from the cocktails (no! no!
just fruit) through the siz/lng
steaks to the blueberry pie and
ice cream was thoroughly enjoyed by everyone- Afterwards
the vie was wound up, the p.ngpong net set up, and the rest of
the e\ening was spent in listen
ing to the latest hits and chas.ng
pin- pong balls (the elusive
things)!

Varsity Club Follies
Dates Announced

Ernest Saunders

Tel. 2310

Agent
EO. CHAMBERLAIN, '37

The undefeated yearling track
squads next opponent will be the
strong Red Raiders from Stephen's
Hiuii of Romford who visit tue Gray
Gymnasium on Friday. In last year's
meet, tnese schoolboys, featuring several outstanding performers WHO are
now mair.culaUng in various colleges,
gave the Frosh a close battle for
points. They emerged from last
sprint*s lnterscholastic State Meet in
lirst ulace, and altho the school lacks
winter training facilities, many of
its squad are well known in winter
sports circles, notably Hatchey, a da-h
man who recently won snowshoe
events in a Montreal carnivalIn the weight events. Andrews, Connon. Russell, Hibbard, and Kilgore
-should sweep the field, but in the high
jump, which last year went to the
invaders at about six feet, and tha
Droau jump, wnere no first year man
can consistently hit twenty feet,
should be closely contested. The dis
tance runs lock like wins for Sheppard,
Gralchen. Crooker, with Al Rollins
also a victor if in shape, and a general
scramble for the lower brackets. The
dashes of 40 and 300 yards, as well as
tiie pole vault, which the Frosh swept
against Colby due to the speedy
efforts of Bossey. Holmes, Dick, Pomeroy. and Rfagga should see me°t and
perhaps Freshmen records smashed.
In the hurdles alone are the so far
invincible men of '40 weak.
This competition should prove tie
most severe yet for the Bobkittens as
this upstate school which in '35 claim
ed rive State Championships usually
sends forth many outstanding ath
letes and Friday brings a well bal
anced group of tracksters to Lewiston.
Tickets will be taken promptly at
3:30.

197 MAIN ST.

Call 4040
For Real Courteous Taxi Service
Lewiston, Maine

80 Lisbon St.

-

Lewiston, Me.

JUDKINS
LAUNDRY
INC.
193 MIDDLE STREET

SHIRT WORK A
SPECIALTY
AGENT
ROY HABERLAND
8 West Parker

